Axcent System Engineering S.r.l.
Your partner for digital integration

Who we are
Axcent is a company dealing with services and solutions in the field of engineering and Information Technology made up of a team of professionals engaged in the constant search for innovative technologies in behalf of its customers.
Axcent boasts customers mainly active in the fields of industry, Public Administration, Telecommunications and services, Finance and railway transport.

Contacts
Tel. +39 3351259844
antonio.rocco@axcent.it

Software factory:
• to monitor the evolution and innovation of products and the main technologies on the market;
• to develop products and services of great innovation, high quality and high added value;
• to develop specific skills to be spent on the market’s primarily interests and onto the related macro-processes, regardless of the technologies that implement them;
• to provide specific expertise, giving over feasibility studies and detailed analysis about the main technologies available on the market.

Industry 4.0:
Thanks to the experience gained over the years, Axcent supports its customers during the design, the implementation and the integration of systems aimed at supporting the new digital industrial revolution, providing to the Manufacturing Industry a complete and integrated portfolio of products, solutions, industrial software and automation technologies that cover the entire process, from the design to the production up to the related services.